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Abstract 
 
We describe how to construct explicit chiral fermion mass terms using Dirac-
Kähler (DK) spinors. Classical massive DK spinors are shown to be equivalent 
to four generations of Dirac spinors with equal mass coupled to a background 
( )2,2U  gauge field. Quantization breaks ( )2,2U  to ( ) ( )22 UU × , lifts mass 
spectrum degeneracy, and generates a non-trivial CKM mixing.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Using DK spinors to describe generations of lepto-quarks is an old idea. It was actively 
discussed about thirty years ago because a single DK spinor can describe a multiplet of four 
Dirac spinors. After the connection between spinors and differential forms was discovered in 
[1] and DK spinors came to physicists attention within the context of lattice fermion doubling 
problem [2, 3] it has been proposed in [4, 5]. These attempts to solve the generation puzzle 
were not successful. For once it was not clear how to extract Dirac spinors from DK spinors 
in a covariant way in the presence of gravity [6, 7]. Further, the standard quantization of DK 
spinors leads to negative norm states [8]. Lastly, at the time it was generally believed that 
there exist only three generations. Since then evidence has accumulated that the electroweak 
precision data does not exclude the fourth generation and that its existence can be beneficial, 
for example, for addressing such problems as baryogenesis, the coupling constant unification, 
and Higgs via quark condensate [9, 10]. Yet the generation structure of the SM still remains a 
mystery. Also the fermion mass generation via Higgs mechanism remains puzzling [11].  In 
this Letter we re-examine the use of DK spinors for building of four-family models and show 
that they can be useful for explaining the fermion and electroweak gauge field mass 
generation. We also show that in the DK gauge theory fermion and gauge field mass 
generation can be treated as two independent issues. Thus the DK theory provides at least a 
partial answer to the puzzle that was emphasized in [11]. Unexpectedly, a CKM-like mixing 
appears as a result of quantization. Here we explore only the general theoretical issues, 
leaving detailed comparison with the experimental data for another publication. 
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the covariant extraction of the 
Dirac degrees of freedom from DK spinors. In Section 3 we describe the general differences 
between the Dirac gauge theory and the DK gauge theory. In Section 4 we apply the general 
results to the quark sector of 4-generation DK extension of the SM. There we write down 
explicit dimension three mass terms that do not involve the use of a physical Higgs field. A 
surrogate Higgs field appears, however, and mimics the standard Higgs mechanism. 
Quantization and its effects on the mass spectrum and mass mixing are described in Section 5. 
In Section 6 we apply the results of Sections 2, 3 to the problem of electroweak gauge field 
mass. Section 7 is a summary.  
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2. DK Spinors in Spinbein Representation  
 
Given a pseudo-Riemannian manifold M , a DK spinor is defined as an inhomogeneous 
differential form f with values in the Lie algebra of the internal symmetry group. Let ∗  be 
the Hodge star map in the space of differential forms on M , d  the exterior derivative, and δ  
its adjoint, ∗∗−= dδ . One defines massless on-shell DK spinors as solutions of 
( ) 0=− fd δ . The relation between differential forms and spinors on M is transparent in the 
special basis in the space of differential forms [3]. Given an orthonormal frame one-forms ae  
and tangent space γ -matrices aγ , it is defined as ( ) p
p
aa
aa eepZ  11!1 γγ= .  In this basis 
f can be written as ( )ZTrf Ψ= . Under the general coordinate transformations Ψ  
transforms as a scalar, while under local Lorentz frame rotations bab
a ee Λ→   it transforms as 
a multiplet of integer-valued spin fields according to 
 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1−ΛΨΛ→Ψ SxSx ,         (1) 
 
where S is a spinor representation of ( )3,1SO . Equation ( ) 0=− fd δ  can be written as 
  [ ]( ) ( )[ ]cbbcbcbcaa iie γγσσωγ µµµ ,4,0, ==Ψ+Ψ∂ ,       (2) 
 
where µµωω dxabab = ,  are the spin connection one-forms [4, 12]. When M  is flat (2) reduces 
to four Dirac equations. Therefore, one can identify the four columns of Ψ , the left invariant 
ideals of Clifford algebra [6], with a generation multiplet of four Dirac spinors. However, in 
the presence of gravity (2) differs from the equation satisfied by the Dirac spinors and such 
identification is possible only for flat M .  
We now describe a generally covariant way of identifying the Dirac degrees of freedom in 
DK spinors. Assuming that M  admits a spin structure, we take two sets of Dirac spinors Aξ  
and Aη , 4,,1=A , and introduce a decomposition 
  
 
AA
βααβ ηξ=Ψ ,          (3) 
 
where we defined Aη , the DK conjugate of Aη , by BABA ηη Γ= , 0γηη ∗= BB ,  and denoted 
( )1,1,1,1 −−≡Γ diag .  Spinors Aη  are required to be orthonormal in the sense that 
 
 
ABBA δηη αα = ,  αββα δηη =AA ,        (4) 
 
where the second equation follows from the first. The set of Aξ contains the same number of 
degrees of freedom as Ψ and thus can represent all of its physical degrees of freedom. We 
take Aξ  to be anti-commuting. Following [7] we assume that Ψ  are also anti-commuting. 
Therefore, Aη  have to be commuting and dimensionless. They shall represent non-physical 
degrees of freedom of Ψ . Note that, since (4) contains 0γ  and 00 =γTr , for space-times with 
Minkowski signature we cannot define orthonormality as ABBA δηη αα = .  
Decomposition (3) is similar to that of metric via a vierbein. Hence, we shall call it the 
spinbein decomposition.  A set of Aη  satisfying (4) shall be called a spinbein. It is clear that 
the decomposition (3) is generally covariant. The notion of spinbein is not entirely new. 
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Spinbein decomposition with unnormalized constant spinbeins has been used in [13]. In the 
phase space spinbeins appear as the normalized solutions of the Dirac equation. 
Representation (3, 4) is trivially invariant with respect to simultaneous local ( )2,2U  
transformations of Aξ  and Aη   
 
BABA V ξξ → , BABA V ηη → , 1=ΓΓ + VV .       (5) 
 
Therefore, the coordinate dependence of Aη can be eliminated and we can choose a spinbein 
with 00 =∂ Aηµ . This condition also fixes the ( )2,2U  gauge. Borrowing terminology from the 
Higgs mechanism, we shall call such a spinbein (gauge) the unitary spinbein (gauge). 
Choosing a unitary gauge breaks local ( )2,2U  to global ( )2,2U  and transfers all physical 
degrees of freedom of Ψ to the multiplet of four Dirac spinors Aξ . It should be noted that the 
related group ( )2,2SU  appears in many unrelated subjects, such as supersymmetry, twistor 
theory, and ADS-CFT [14]. 
We now restrict ourselves to Minkowski space-time. Action for free DK spinors is 
  
( ) Ψ∂/Ψ= iTrxdS 4 ,          (6) 
 
where trace is over the Dirac indices of Ψ  and we defined the DK conjugate of DK spinor Ψ  
as 00 γγ +Ψ≡Ψ . Notation Ψ  should not be confused with the notation for the DK conjugate 
of the multiplet of Dirac spinors Aξ : BABA ξξ Γ≡ .  From (3, 4) we obtain 
 
( ) /+∂/= BABABA YixdS ξδξ4 , ( )ABAB iY ηηµµ ∂≡ .    (7) 
 
Spinbein orthonormality implies that Y -field is a ( )2,2U  background gauge field coupled 
to Aξ  with the unit coupling constant, for under (5) 11 −− ∂+→ ViVVVYY µµµ . The curvature of 
µY vanishes identically, because  [ ] 0, ≡−∂−∂= νµµννµµν YYiYYF . Thus, action (7) describes a 
multiplet of four Dirac spinors coupled to a ( )2,2U  gauge field with zero curvature. Equations 
of motion that follow from (7) show that spinbein is not a dynamical quantity. It is easy to see 
that the spinbein equations of motion are simply the covariant current conservation 
  
[ ] 0, =+∂ µµµµ YJiJ , ( )ABABJ ξγξ µµ ≡ . 
 
Chiral or Majorana DK spinors are defined by imposing the usual constraints on Aξ . 
Neither the chirality nor Majorana condition can be meaningfully imposed on the spinbeins. 
The former leads to identically vanishing action, while for the latter (4) has no solutions for 
commuting Aη , because the charge conjugation matrix is anti-symmetric. 
When Aξ  and Aη  transform as Dirac spinors, Ψ  in (3) transforms as a DK spinor in (1). 
This clarifies the spin-statistics puzzle about DK spinors [3, 4, 5]. While Ψ transforms as a 
multiplet of spin zero and one fields, its physical degrees of freedom transform as spin 
21 fields. Although (3) is generally covariant, the spinbein fixing condition  00 =∂ Aηµ  is not. 
Therefore, when gravity is present the definition of Dirac degrees of freedom in a DK spinor 
is observer dependent. This is not so surprising, since the Unruh and Hawking effects show 
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that in the presence of gravity or in accelerated reference frames the Fock space is observer 
dependent.  
 
3. DK Gauge Theory 
 
 Gauging action (6) brings novel features, because in addition to gauging the derivatives 
acting on Dirac spinors we can gauge the derivatives acting on the spinbein. As an example of 
this double gauging consider DK fields iΨ , pΦ and their spinbein decompositions 
 
   ηξii =Ψ , 1=ηη , pp θς=Φ , 1=ppθθ .    (8) 
 
We now assume that Dirac spinors iξ  and spinbein pθ  transform in representations of internal 
symmetry groups G  and 'G , respectively, while Dirac spinor ς and spinbein η  are singlets  
 
 
( )ξξ GT→  , Ψ→Ψ T , ( )θθ 'GS→ ,  +Φ→Φ S .    (9) 
 
The Lagrangian for two free massless DK fields (8) may be taken as 
 
( ) ( )Φ∂/Φ+Ψ∂/Ψ= iTriTr .                              (10) 
 
  is invariant with respect to global 'GG ×  and with respect to local ( ) ( )2,22,2 UU × . Using 
spinbein decompositions and requiring invariance with respect to local 'GG ×  transformations 
results in the minimally gauged Lagrangian that contains gauge fields µA  and µB   
 
( ) ( )ςςξξ DiDi /+/= ,         (11) 
( ) { } ( ),, ABABBjABijABijABijAi iYAgYiDi ηηξδδδδξ µµ ∂=/+/+∂/≡/      (12) 
( ) { } ( ).~,'~ ApBpABBAqpqBpABABA iYBgYiDi θθςθθδς µµ ∂=/−/+∂/≡/      (13) 
 
In the unitary gauge (11) reduces to 
 
( ) ( ) BABABAAjijijAi XigiAigi ςδςξδξ /−∂/+/−∂/= ' .      (14) 
 
The first term of (14) describes generation-diagonal interaction of four generations of the 
gauge group multiplet Aiξ  with gauge field µA . The second term describes four generations of 
gauge singlets Aς  interacting with the gauge field µB . The interaction is mediated via gauge 
field µX in the generation space. In the unitary gauge it reduces to 
A
qpq
B
p
AB BX ηη µµ −= .  For 
Abelian 'G  gauge field µX is always generation-diagonal, since then 
ABAB BX δµµ −= .  
It should be noted that the equations of motion (2) for DK spinor field in the presence of 
gravity can be obtained by using the double gauging of the spinbein decomposition (3) with 
respect to local frame rotations in (1) by gauging the diagonal subgroup of 'GG ×  with 
( )3,1' SOGG == . Another important example of the double gauging procedure can be found 
in [12]. There, for arbitrary space-time dimension, the factors ( )nSOGG ,1'==  are gauged 
independently with the second factor promoted into a ( )1' += nSOG  gauge group using 
analytical continuation in the group parameter space.  
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The gauged spinbein pθ has somewhat different properties then the ungauged spinbeinη . 
Although ABYµ
~
 still transforms as a ( )2,2U  gauge field, αβδ in the second equation in (4) is 
replaced by pqP defined by 
A
q
A
ppqP θθ≡ ,  with prqrpq PPP = ,  qpqpP θθ = , pqpqP θθ = .   
Below we shall be particularly interested in the case of factorizable spinbein, defined by 
 
 θϕθ ˆpp = ,  1=∗ ppϕϕ , 1ˆˆ =θθ       (15) 
 
where ϕ  is a gauge multiplet of scalars and θˆ  is an ungauged orthonormal spinbein. For 
factorizable spinbeins Y~ decomposes into generation-diagonal component with non-zero 
curvature of an Abelian gague field and a generation-mixing component with zero curvature, 
while the equations of motion reduce to a non-dynamical constraint  
 ( ) 0=∂− ∗ qqppqAAJ ϕϕϕδ µµ .        (16) 
 
Therefore, also a factorizable gauged spinbein is not a dynamical quantity and all physical 
degrees of freedom of a gauged DK field can still be moved to the Dirac spinor multiplet of 
its spinbein decomposition. Note that (16) is trivially satisfied for const=ϕ . 
 
4. Chiral Fermion Mass Terms  
 
In the SM the left- and the right-handed lepto-quarks transform in different 
representations of ( )2LSU . As a result, dimension three gauge invariant mass terms for chiral 
fermions are not allowed. In the DK gauge theory they are allowed. For example, consider 
local ( ) ( ) ( )123 YLC USUSUG ××= , global ( ) ( )12' YL USUG ×= , and three DK fields Ψ , uΦ , dΦ  
with decompositions 
 
  ηQ=Ψ , χuu =Φ , θdd =Φ .       (17) 
 
Here the left-handed Q  and the right-handed du,  quark fields are four generations of Dirac 
spinors transforming in the fundamental representation of ( )3CSU , whileη , χ , and θ  are 
spinbeins2. Additionally, we shall take Q , χ ,θ  as ( )2LSU  doublets with gauge transforms 
 
  QTQ → , χχ T→ , θθ ∗→ T ,  Ψ→Ψ T , uu T Φ→Φ ∗ , dd TΦ→Φ  (18) 
 
and u , d ,η  as ( )2LSU  singlets. The following Lagrangian with chiral DK fields is 
globally ( )2LSU  invariant 
 
       
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ] [ ] ,22 ΨΦ+ΦΨ−ΨΦ−ΦΨ−
−Φ∂/Φ+Φ∂/Φ+Ψ∂/Ψ=
ddduuu
dduu
TrmiiTrm
iiiTr
σσ

    (19) 
where um , dm are bare masses for up and down quarks. For factorizable spinbeins (18) we can 
take 
                                                 
2
 If we assume that Q , du,  are ( )3SU  singlets the following discussion describes lepton multiplets with Dirac 
mass term for neutrinos.  
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  χϕχ ˆii = ,  θϕθ ˆ∗= ii , ,1=∗ ii ϕϕ       (20) 
 
where iϕ  is a ( )2LSU  doublet of scalars.  
The field iϕ  in (20) is non-dynamical. Hence, there are no radiative corrections. However, 
this does not mean that it is not determined in any way. To define the physical Dirac degrees 
of freedom, that is to compute S-matrix scattering amplitudes, it has to be constant and 
constrained to lie on a 4D sphere as (20) shows. However, as in the conventional Higgs 
mechanism, its exact direction is not important, since in the unitary gauge the theory has a 
residual global ( )2SU  invariance. Thus in the end the field is fixed and there is no 
arbitrariness. 
In the unitary gauge for spinbeins (20) we obtain 
 

 += ,   
( ) ( ) ( ) AAAAAiAi diduiuQiQ ∂/+∂/+∂/= ,       (21) 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,~~ 22 BiiAABdBiAiABddAiiBABuBiAiABuu QddQmQiuuiQm ∗∗ +−−−= ϕϕϕσϕσ   
ABAB
u ηχˆ= , ABABu χη ˆ
~
= , 
ABAB
d ηθˆ= , ABABd θη ˆ
~
= . (22) 
 
When θχ ˆˆ =  the up and down quark mass matrices are equal.  In general θχ ˆˆ ≠  and 
AB
d
AB
u  ,  are independent from each other. We recognize that in (21) the doublet ϕ  plays 
the role of the Higgs field of the SM, while the eigenvalues of ABuum , 
AB
ddm  play the role 
of the Yukawa couplings for massless up and down quarks.  
If we choose 01 =ϕ , 12 =ϕ  then the gauged version of (21) reduces to action for four 
generations of two multiplets of massive Dirac spinors with masses Aum , 
A
dm , 4,,1=A that 
have to be determined by diagonalizing the mass terms 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )..21 ccdQmuQmdDiduDiuQDiQ BABdAdBABuAuAAAAAiAi ++−/+/+/=  . (23) 
 
Spinbein orthonormality implies ( )2,2Udu, ∈ :  1~ ,, =dudu  . On classical level we can 
use invariance of 

 in (21), with respect to two global ( )2,2U  factors to absorb du, in the 
definitions of u  and d and fermion masses are generation independent u
A
u mm = , d
A
d mm = .  
Note that the background ( )2,2U  gauge fields that appears after spinbein decomposition 
in (17) are also non-dynamical. However, it does not mean they have no physical 
consequence. Their physical consequence is that they introduce the spinbein bases, which in 
the unitary gauge define the content of the physical Dirac spinor degrees of freedom within 
the DK fields in (17, 20). It is exactly the mismatch between the three spinbein bases of these 
DK fields that defines the physical mass spectrum of the classical or quantum DK theory. 
 
5. DK Spinor Quantization and Mass Mixing 
 
Let us now consider quantization of a single massive DK field Φ  with action 
 
( ) −∂/Γ= BAAB mixdS ξξ4 .       (24) 
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The standard Dirac spinor quantization procedure [15] for (24) results in an unbounded 
Hamiltonian and thus no vacuum state can be defined [8]. The solution to this problem is to 
assign the creation and annihilation operators for 4,3=A  opposite to the assignment for 
2,1=A .  The expansion of massive Φ  in terms of creation and annihilation operators then is  
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]
=
+
− +=
2,10
3
3
2 α
α
α
α
α
pi
ξ ikxAikxAA ekvkdekukb
k
mkd
x

,  2,1=A ,  (25) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ] = −+ += 2,103
3
2 α
α
α
α
α
pi
ξ ikxAikxAA ekvkdekukb
k
mkd
x

, 4,3=A ,    (26) 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) αββα δ=kuku  ,   ( )( ) ( )( ) αββα δ−=kvkv  , ( )( ) ( )( ) 0=kvku  βα . (27) 
 
where 220 kmk

+= , and ( )( )ku α , ( )( )kv α , 2,1, =βα , form the standard spinor basis for the 
normalized positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac equation. Using (25-27) we 
obtain a Hamiltonian that is bounded from below and the vacuum state is well-defined. Note 
that ( )αu , ( )αv  in fact form a spinbein: ( ) ( )( )βα vuu A ,=  satisfies (4). 
At this point it is useful to review the final form of the theory as applied to the quark 
sector of 4 generation extension of the SM. In Section 3 we derived in the general form a 
representation of the field content of the gauged DK spinors in terms of gauged Dirac spinors. 
The representation shows exactly how DK field spinbein decomposition generates the 
conventional gauged fields coupled to Dirac spinors. In Section 4 we applied the general 
reduction scheme to the quark sector of the Standard Model and derived quark sector 
Lagrangian (21). The Lagrangian is a local relativistic Lagrangian of the conventional SM 
quark fields interacting with the conventional SM gauge fields. It contains all the symmetries 
of the SM.  In this section we gave the prescription for the construction of the Fock space of 
the theory. The main unconventional part of our theory is the construction of the Fock space. 
It uses an unconventional assignment of the creation and annihilation operators, as compared 
to their assignment in the analogous Dirac spinor theory with global ( )4U . The assignment is 
forced on us by the requirement of the positivity of the Hamiltonian, the same requirement 
that results in the choice of the anti-commutation relations for Dirac spinors. 
It is important to note that quantization causes spontaneous breakdown of ( )2,2U , because 
vacuum is invariant only under ( ) ( )22 UU ×  subgroup of ( )2,2U . However, here there is no 
transition from false to true vacuum: all vacua are true. There is only a selection of one of 
inequivalent vacua by the choice of spinbeins. Since the symmetry breakdown is non-
dynamical in nature, we shall refer to it as the kinematic Higgs mechanism. Since the 
spinbeins are physical quantities, how they have come to have particular values is an 
interesting question in itself. We speculate that the selection took place shortly after the Bing 
Bang and then was imposed on the observed part of the Universe during the inflationary phase 
of its expansion. 
Quantization affects the fermion mass spectrum, for after quantization the matrices 
AB
d
AB
u  ,  in (21) can no longer be absorbed in the definitions of u , d . As a result the 
diagonalization of the mass terms in (21) lifts ( )2,2U  mass degeneracy and generates a non-
trivial mixing matrix. For lack of space we shall give only an outline of the diagonalization 
procedure. Details shall be presented elsewhere. 
Diagonalization of ( )2,2U  DK action differs from its Dirac ( )4U  analog. In the latter case 
one can diagonalize the mass matrix in configuration space by local ( )4U  rotations of the 
fields. DK action diagonalization is local only in the phase space. The reason for the 
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difference is that unlike the Dirac case the mass terms of the DK action contribute to 
kinematic part of the corresponding action. Using normalized off-shell Fourier expansion for 
massless spinor fields one can write the action for a single quark flavor as a bilinear form in a 
sixteen-dimensional Grassmann space 
 
( ) ( )
+
= ααα
pi
CMkCkdS ,
2 4
4
 , ( ) ( )MkMk ,, αα  =+ , ( ) ( )+= MkMk ,, 12   (28) 
where ( ) 2,1,,,, == ++ αααααα TAAAA dbdbC . Denote ( ) 





=
2221
1211
,
SS
SS
MkS .  Then action density 
( )Mk ,1  for the Dirac case is  
 
+∗
=




 −
=





=−= 1221
4
4
2211 0
0
,
0
0
S
Mf
MfS
gI
gI
SS
T
µ
µ
.    (29) 
 
For the DK case it is 
+
+
∗
=




 −
=





=−= 1221
4
4
2211 0
0
, S
M
M
S
gIM
MgI
SS
d
T
d
c
c
,    (30) 
 
          





−
=
∗∗
22
11
0
0


f
f
M d µ
µ
, 




 −
=
∗∗
0
0
21
12


f
f
M c µ
µ
,  





=
2221
1211


M , 
 
where ( )2,2
,
UM du ∈= are given by (22), dum ,=µ  , and ( )2kgg = , gg =∗ , ( )2kff =  
are functions of 2k that depend on the spinor off-shell Fourier mode normalization. We see 
that the SM diagonalization 
 
 LL Vψψ → ,      RR Uψψ → ,  
BABA bVb 22 → ,     BABA bUb 11 → ,     (31)
 
++
→ BABA dVd 11 ,    
++
→ BABA dUd 22 , ( )TVdUbVdUbC ++++→ 11111 ,,,    ( )TUdVbUdVbC ++++→ 22222 ,,,   
 
cannot be used in the DK case. We can diagonalize either dM  or cM  but not both at the same 
time. The simplest way to determine mass spectrum is to diagonalize the DK ( )Mk,α with 
a single ( )16U  transformation W  and note that similar transformation applied to the Dirac 
case results in 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 





−±−±∝ 242212 ,,, mkmkdiagMkD α .       (32) 
Since the action density of a single Dirac spinor particle vanishes on-shell we can identify 
4,,1, =AmA with particle masses. In the DK case one obtains 
 
( ) ( )( )22, µωα kdiagMk nDK ∝ ,  16,,1 =n  ,       (33) 
 
where ( )22 µω kn  are functions that are determined by the elements of  . Their zeroes 
determine the masses of the DK particle multiplet. In order to retain canonical commutation 
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relations the DK creation and annihilation operators must be rescaled to bring ( )MkDK ,α  to 
the same functional form as ( )MkD ,α . Unlike in the Dirac case, the zeroes of  ( )22 µω kn  
have no simple relation to the eigenvalues of du, , unless ( ) ( ) ( )422 UUU ⊂×∈ . Physical 
states are given by zeroes of ( )22 µω kn  at real positive 2k . This requirement can restrict the 
domain of physically acceptable parameters of du, . Note that our diagonalization procedure 
is in effect a generalized Bogoliubov transformation that is frequently used in the theory of 
superconductivity. We shall address this issue in more detail in a follow-up publication. 
Because mass matrices (22) are different for up and down quarks, the diagonalization 
procedures for up and down quarks are also different. Therefore, just as in the Dirac case, 
diagonalization results in a non-trivial mixing matrix DKV . Since an arbitrary 44 × matrix 
M has the Cartan decomposition URVM = with VU , unitary and R  diagonal positive, in the 
Dirac case the mixing matrix DV  is given by  
 
+
= duD VVV           (34) 
 
where duV , are the 44 × unitary matrices defined by (31) for the up and down quarks. In the 
DK case we can use the analogous Cartan decomposition for an arbitrary ( )2,2U  matrix du,  
in (23) : du,du,du,du, VRU= , ( ) ( )22, UUVU du,du, ×∈  and  








=
du,du,
du,du,
du, CS
SC
R ,  ( )21 , du,du,du, shshdiagS λλ= , ( )21 , du,du,du, chchdiagC λλ= .  (35) 
The unitary factors in the Cartan decomposition induce premixing matrix ( ) ( )22~ UUVDK ×∈ . 
Diagonalization of du,R  requires a Bogoliubov transformation that redefines one-particle 
states and induces additional mixing. If ( ) ( )22 UUdu, ×∈  then DKDK VV ~=  and mixing is 
always 22 × block-diagonal and at tree level the first two and the second two generations do 
not mix. Intriguingly, the experimental data shows that the observed CKM mixing of the third 
generation with the first two is suppressed by roughly factor of ten [16]. The analogous 
PMNS mixing exhibits a different texture. However, the observed PMNS matrix can be 
represented as a product of two matrices, the first of which mixes only the second and the 
third generation in a maximal way and the second, that mixes only the first and the second 
generations.  
It should be noted that in the SM mixing is arbitrary in the sense that it comes from the 
presence in the Lagrangian of all possible dimension three Yukawa coupling terms. In our 
case V  has the physical meaning of overlap mismatch of the spinbein pairη , χˆ  for the up 
quarks and η ,θˆ  for the down quarks. 
 
6. The Kinematic Higgs Mechanism and Electroweak Gauge Field Mass 
 
Let us turn to generation of mass for gauge fields. In principle, one can use the Higgs 
mechanism of the Standard Model and obtain massive gauge fields this way.  Then DK 
fermion and gauge field mass generation methods become unrelated to each other. However, 
DK gauge theory offers a different possibility. Instead of an additional Higgs field one can 
use surrogate Higgs fields obtained by combining available spinbeins. For example, consider 
factorizable spinbeins (20) and take θχ ˆˆ = . Contracting θ withη , we obtain an ( )2SU  doublet 
of scalars φ  
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 i
AA
ii λϕ
µηθµφ
2
== ,  tr2=λ ,      (36) 
where µ is a mass parameter which is needed to make φ  have dimension of mass. In the 
unitary gauge the vacuum state 0φ is given by  
 
2
2
00 2
λµφφ =∗ ,         (37) 
where λ  is a dimensionless constant. Since in arbitrary gauge λ can take any value, unlike ϕ  
in (20) the doublet φ  is not constrained and before gauge fixing can take any value. Using φ  
we can write down a gauge-invariant mass term for ( )2SU  gauge field µW in the form of the 
Lagrangian for massless scalar doublet minimally coupled to µW  
( ) φφ µµ DD += ,   φσφ µµµ 












−∂= p
p
WigD
2
,     (38)  
where ϕλφ ,, are constrained through (36). On its own (38) describes a renormalizable 
interaction of massless scalar doublet φ  with gauge field µW .  
In the unitary gauge for all DK fields Ψ , uΦ , dΦ we can expand the fields around the 
vacuum configuration 00 λϕφ = , ( ) constx == λλ  , 2,0 2,01,0 µϕϕ == to obtain the mass 
terms for the gauge field as the 0φ -vacuum contribution to   
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 





==∆ +
1
0
,
8 000
2
ϕϕσσϕλµ µµ kkiiT WW
g

 ,      (39) 
 
where iσ  are the three Pauli matrices. Lagrangian (39) is exactly the gauge field mass term 
that appears in the Higgs mechanism. Therefore, in the θχ ˆˆ =  example the combination µλ  
plays the same role as the vacuum expectation value υ of the physical Higgs field and in this 
example we can identify GeV246 == υµλ . However, here there is no dynamical change 
from unstable to stable vacuum. Non-zero mass appears as a result of gauge fixing, which 
takes the form of a constraint onφ . Hence, to describe gauge field mass generation in the DK 
gauge theory we shall use the term the kinematic Higgs mechanism as well. Also note that, 
since λ can take any value, the mass scale µ can be considerably different from GeV246 .  
A more realistic is spinbein decomposition (20) with θχ ˆˆ ≠ . Now we can define two scalar 
doublets du φφ ,  
 
.2,
2
,
~2,
2
ddd
AA
d
uuu
AA
u
tr
tr


===
===
λϕλµηθµφ
λϕλµχηµφ
      (40) 
du φφ , are not independent, because 0=− duud φλφλ .  In the unitary gauge  
 
2
2
2 uuu
λµφφ =∗ , 2
2
2 ddd
λµφφ =∗ ,        (41)  
where du λλ ,  are dimensionless constants. Now instead of (38) we can write down a gauge-
invariant Lagrangian  
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( ) ( ) dduu DDDD φφφφ µµµµ ++ += ,          (42) 
 
where ϕλφφ ,,, du are constrained through (41). In the unitary gauge we can choose the 
vacuum state 2,2,0 2,2,1,1, dduudu µλφµλφφφ ==== and obtain 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ),
8 00
2
ϕσσϕµλ µµφ kkiiT WW
g +
=∆

 ( )2122 du λλλφ += .     (43) 
We observe that when θχ ˆˆ ≠  it is the combination µλφ  that plays the role of Higgs’ vacuum 
expectation value υ .  Note that, without changing the mass spectrum of the theory, we can 
make du φφ ,  independent by using in (20) two independent spinbeins ii θχ ,  so that χϕχ ˆii = , 
θϕθ ˆ~∗= ii , 1=∗ ii ϕϕ , 1~~ =∗ ii ϕϕ .  
The two Lagrangians (38, 42) describe only three physical degrees of freedom per 
surrogate Higgs doublet. For θχ ˆˆ = we have AAAA ηχηθλ ˆˆ == while in the general 
case AAu ηχλ ˆ= , AAd ηθλ ˆ= . Since the spinbeins AAA θχη ˆ,ˆ, can always be absorbed into the 
definitions of the quark fields du λλλ ,,  do not represent physical degrees of freedom. 
Therefore, when θχ ˆˆ =  the field φ  has three physical degrees of freedom. When θχ ˆˆ ≠  the 
fields du φφ , also have three physical degrees of freedom each. However, these degrees of 
freedom are absorbed into the longitudinal components of the gauge field and in the end (38) 
or (42) do not introduce physical Higgs fields. At face value addition of either term makes the 
Lagrangian non-renormalizable, because in arbitrary gauge the constraints (37, 41) introduce 
into the combined Lagrangian an effective coupling constant that has negative mass 
dimension. Therefore, it should be verified whether the renormalizability of the Lagrangian is 
spoiled when Lagrangian terms (38) or (43) are added. In any case, in principle, such non-
renormalizable terms can be considered within the framework of the effective Lagrangian 
approach.  
 
7. Summary 
 
We have shown that DK spinor formalism allows generation of chiral fermion mass or 
electroweak gauge field mass without a physical Higgs field. It naturally produces mass 
mixing. In addition the theory contains a discrete set of spinbein objects η , χˆ , θˆ , the 
symmetry properties of which might relate to the textures of CKM and PMNS mixing 
matrices [17].  
It is interesting to compare the parameter count of the DK SM extension with that of ( )4U  
SM extension. Since the structure of the leptonic sector is not known exactly, we shall restrict 
ourselves to the quark sector only. The difference in the number of parameters arises from the 
difference in the mass terms of Dirac and DK extensions. For the Dirac case there are 
seventeen physical mass matrix related parameters, which are the masses of the four up 
quarks, four down quarks, and the nine physical parameters of the 44 × CKM matrix. For the 
DK case the number of parameters is given by two mass scale parameters dum ,  plus four non-
compact parameters of du,R  in the Cartan decomposition (35) for up down quarks plus two 
physical parameters of the two premixing matrices. We obtain in total eight parameters. 
Therefore, the DK SM extension would have nine parameters less then its ( )4U  extension. In 
fact it has less parameters then the SM. 
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A question arises about how the DK gauge theory fits in supersymmetry and in string 
theory. Supersymmetric extensions of the DK gauge theory should be straightforward. Instead 
of differential forms on a manifold one can use superforms on superspaces [18]. The details of 
such extension are unexplored. As far as string theory is concerned, a string theory with DK 
spinors has been known for some time [19]. Its extension to a supersymmetric form is an open 
question. 
The DK theory postulates the existence on the fourth generation, without which it cannot 
be defined. The chances for discovering or ruling out the new generation at the LHC are very 
good, since its quark mass parameters are constrained by the precision electroweak data 
[9,10,20] to lie within LHC’s operational range. 
It also remains to be seen whether a phenomenologically acceptable DK extension of SM 
can be formulated that accounts for all observed experimental data. If this can be done and the 
fourth generation is discovered then Dirac-Kähler spinors can become an alternative to Dirac 
spinors for description of fermionic matter.   
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